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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Problem: To design housing for a particular low income 

group considering both their social and in-

dividual needs with the solution envolving 

building systems design. 

Site: West Dallas is the general area which is one 

of the two major concentrations of low income 

families in the city. 

The specific site will be one of the three 

locations noted on the area map.* 

Client: The Dallas Citizens Council will be my assumed 

client.* 

A corporation will be formed to bui_ld it. 

Whether it is to be profit making or non-profit 

will be decided as the project matures. 

SITE RESEARCH 

Regional • . . . . . . . . . . .Dallas-Ft. Worth and 

North-central Texas area 

Natural Aspects: 

Climate topography, geography, flora and fauna 

Cultural Aspects: 

Historical, physical information 

*Criteria for making these decisions may be found in the 
Appendix. 
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• • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. Dallas 

Natural Aspects: 

Geography---Dallas is divided into two major parts 

by the Trinity River. One part is known as Dallas 

and the other as Oak Cliff. 

Between the two sections on the Oak Cliff side 

of the river is West Dallas, the general site. 

Cultural Aspects: 

Historical---Dallas is the largest inland city in 

the Nation. It has no reason for being where it 

is other than this is where Dallas citizens wanted 

it to be. 

A leader in finance, insurance, distribution, 

culture, fashion and now manufacturing. 

"Dallas doesn't owe a thing to accident , nature 

or inevitability. It is what it is, because the 

men of Dallas damn well planned it that way." 8 

These "men" were and are exclusively businessmen. 

Money, determination and guts are responsible for 

the growth of Dallas. 

Railroads and the State Centennial were brought 

to Dallas this way. 

Dallas associates itself with New York and San 

francisco. Its dollar power allies it with Wall 

Strest.2 

Its people consider it the cultural center of the 

Southwest. 
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;General Site ... . . . . . . . . .. . . Eagle Ford District 

of West Dallas 

Natural Aspects: 

West Dallas is actually a part of Oak Cliff but 

separated by industrial districts, and a double 

commercial strip development. 

Also it is located near the Dallas-Ft. Worth 

turnpike industrial district. 

Broad Trinity water shed bounds the North side. 

North and South boundaries met where th~ roads 

cross the river forming the East boundary. 

The western edge of West Dallas is the city limits. 

Topography---Flat alluvial plain deposited by 

Trinity River without adequate drainage. 

Subject to flooding on west and nortn boundaries. 

This has been solved by levee and diversion channel. 

Standing water still a problem. 

Cultural Aspects: 

Historical---West Dallas originally not a part of 

the city. 

Public and newspaper pressure brought annexation 

in 1953. 

All previous development was with no codes, sanitary 

facilities or paved roads. 

Mined-out sand and gravel pits dotted the area 

producing stagnant water and trash dumps. 
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Thousands of outdoor toilets among shallow wells. 

Atmosphere --- Steadily congesting rural community 

dirt roads, gardens and animal,s. 

Another problem Mud in low areas hampering 

transportation. 

Dust in summer from unpaved roads. 

Population of West Dallas is approximately 

45,000. 

A 3,500 unit Public Housing Project is in this 

area. 

Recent Action --- Dallas Action Committee for 

Community Improvement issued reports advising the 

city to clean up West Dallas in four years~ Using 

bond funds --- water, sanitary sewers, street pav-

ing, and firmer enforcement of housing codes . accomplished. 

Declared the community as a whole must provide 

economic support for housing. 

Results --- Park Department put up 400,000 recreation 

center. Two more community centers opened. 

Local agency established by city called Dallas West 

Revitalization Program - 1960. 

Replaced by Office of Urban Rehabilitation - 1962, 

with expansion into Eagle Ford Area, 1964. 

Accomplishments - Sewer and water lines in most 

areas, major shopping center, ten schools plus 

vocational and night classes. Two parks. 
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Methods of Action - Authority for all local 

building permits, subdivision, plans, streets, 

utilities, code enforcement, meetings held with 

residents, utilization of 'federal funds and grants. 

Zoning - 46% of 1,024 acres zoned single family is 

in use. 

32% of industry zoned area is in use. 

Flooding - Sumps by river and low areas fill with 

rain. These areas account for much of the Vacant 

land. 

Streets and sewers are needed in many more locations. 

Streets- 45.69 miles total in Eagle Ford 
8 miles in concrete 

12 miles in asphalt 
19 miles in gravel 

Pedestrian Circulation - Very important to these 

people. Almost no sidewalks exist. Outdoor toilets 

and rubble are throughout the area. 

Commercial ~ - No concentration in E~~e Ford. 
' ~~ 

Scattered along Bernal and Singleton Avenue. 

Mainly they are second-hand stores and salvage yards. 

Minimum standards in code enforcement do not apply 

to commercial.buildings. 

Specific Site: 

The first site is a wooded site where a creek 

makes a bend and passes under Bernal Street. 

General area could be a very large site by using 
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the south side of Bernal also. This site is in 

the heart of neighborhood, yet will have a good 

connection with down town and other.areas when a 

new road is extended as planned. The site has a 

somewhat isolated rural atmosphere. 

The second site ia on Westmoreland, a major 

boulevard leading across town or out to industrial 

areas in west Dalles. Also it borders on Canada 

Driv~, which will be the major street into the 

center of town soon. 

The third site is located on Loop 12, which is a 

major highway. This area has a great area of land 

undeveloped at the present time. 

Observations: 

West Dallas grew up in a river bottom area no one 

else wanted. 

These people had no capital to develop their land 

nor did they have influence to gain help from the 

City until 1953. 

Thus it developed in a way considerably below 

standards of the rest of Dallas. 

Dallas is run by businessmen who look out for 

the economic welfare of the city. 

A project which could appeal to them on this basis 

would likely have a chance at being built. 

West Dallas is being helped in a very subtle 
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way at the present time by Urban Rehabilitation 

but not much is being accomplished of real value. 

More public housing or projec~s like the one 

located in West Dallas is not the answer. 





SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

Regional 

No Data 

City of Dallas 

City Economic Aspects: 

Average Expenditures 

Food 23% 

Housing 30% 

Median income is about $6,000.00. 

Only about 10% of population make less than 

$4,000 per year. 

Unemployment is about 4% over the total labor 

force. 
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Only about 9% pay less than $40 per month rent. 

City Housing Data: 

10% of the dwelling units are deteriorating. 

3.5% have delapidated baths 

10.6% dwelling units over all of Dallas have more 

than one person per room. 

27% are not owner occupied. 

40% were built since 1950. 

22,000 substandard units with 75 to 85,000 people 

living in them. 

3,000 have no water; 8,000 no·shower or bath.2 

City Educational Data: 

Median years of schooling--11.8 years. 



About 2% have had no schooling. 

5.6% have had 1-4 years. 

13.7% have had 5-7 years. 

City Governmental Data: 

Citizens Council most important political 

power in Dallas. 

Composed of businessmen of the city. 

City Productive Data: 

Numerous manufacturing concerns in a few main 

locations -- The Trinity Industrial District, 

West Dallas, Southeast Dallas. 

Due to close proximity to downtown 1 cheap land 

and plenty of room, west Dallas promises to be 

more extensively developed in the future. 

City Social Data: 
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14,000 retired people making only $83 per month. 

6,400 public dwelling units---3,500 negro, 600 

Mexican and 2,200 white. 

General Sit~ Data .. . . •. . . . . . . . . . Eagle Ford Census 

Tracts 105 and 106 

Tract 105 is a little more than 1000 persons 

smaller than 106, with both having about 11 ~ 000 

people. 

Density is about twice as high in 106 compared 

' to 105. ~ . 

2. 5 persons per acre in 10S .... 1in'i":ebout 3 persons 



per acre in 106. 

Tract 105 is approximately two-thirds negro 

and 106 is about 95% white. 

Median age is 7 years younger in 105 
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Tract 105 has about one more person per dwelling 

unit with an average of 4.5. 

Population projections for 1985 show that 106 

will be twice as large as 105. 

But the density per habitable area is much more. 

The area is supposed to have about 15;000 people 

in 1985. 

Half the people are in the expansion area right 

now. 

Economic Data: 

Taxes on single family units were $11 to $20 per 

lot for 1963---indicates low assessments. 

Average income = $4,500 

Rent is $31 per month average 

Governmental: 

The office of Urban Rehabilitation has become 
~~? 

• 
. almost of City and Federal Programs and Jurisdic- . 

tion. 

Housing Data: 

52% of units built between 1940 and 1950. 

65% owner occupied; 22% renter occupied 

Average market value---14,500 (land included) 



Average rent---$31.00 per month 

Productive: 

Area is growing as an industrialized sector 

Steel manufacturing, cement plant, a ruberoid 

plant, shops of all kinds on the commercial 

strip developments. 

Observations: 
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Most of Eagle Ford renters are in the low 9% 

52% of Eagle Ford's houses were built between 

1940 and 1950 and only 22% of cit y •s were built 

then. 

40% of city's houses were built between 1950 

and 1960 whereas, 24% of Eagle Ford's were built 

at this time. 

35% not owner occupied houses in Eagle Ford com

pared to city average of 27%. 

Average rent over-all about $90 compared to $31 

in Eagle Ford. 

City education a~erage---11.8 years compared to 

6.2 years 

Census tract 105 is low density because of a larg~ 

industrial zoned block which is empty. 

The two tracts are segregated almost completely. 



UNIT DESIGN , RESEARCH 

Recent Housing Design 

Individual houses---Wright, ~lies, , Corbu, f\Jeutra 
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and others, special studies 

Multi-family housing---Corbu, Gropius, Mies, Pei, 

and general apartment studies 

Prefabrication and ,System Design 

Development of the modern house-

1850---Houses had little mechanical function; 

open fire and windows only 

Structure : 90% of a buildings cost 

By 1920---Site and mechanical equipment : half of 

the total cost. 

Todays houses are so full of machines they can be 

compared to one. 

Machines lend toward mass production and quick 

turn-over and as a house becomes more like a machine 

itself, it is subject to the same rules. 

Planned obsolescence is already part of our lives 

Due to amoritization charges and land taxes 

construction costs must be small---only cheapest 

materials and methods are possible. 

~l obil it y 

Long a tradition in America frontier area built to 

move out of as well as into. 
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American houses are stepping stone despite attempts 

to form a permanent class structure and matching 

homes. • 

(Southern Plantations and rich industrialist 

mansions) permanency ·. did not work in America. 

Attempt to impose architecture of a static society 

(Europe) on a highly mobile society could not work. 

Classes are not established yet and still individuals 

can move from : one end to the other of the social ladder. 

Depression's Effect 

"Styles" declined in face of stringent conditions 

Housing needed-urgently caused simplification and 

investigation of prefabrication by architects and 

industry 

History of Prefab Industry---Total factory construction 

began 1930's. Depression spurred it--economies similar 

to auto industry. Many companys were formed--produced 

10,000 units. Production fell off, then war production 

went up to 20,000 units. The industry lost confidence 

and respect of people, since the war models were 

designed with economy as the major factor. 1948 there 

were eight companies left--120,000 units per year 

total. Troubles--failed to prove economy, archaic 

building codes, lender conservatism, consumer resistance. 
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General Description Prefabricati~g Methods 

Most all construction today is prefabricated to some 

degree. 

Range of extent is great---completely finished 

units ranging to merely pre-cut lumber. 

One premise prefabricators had to abandon was that 

of building for very low economic groups--

Because ownership is not possible, usually, 

their mobility is tno great and rent is cheaper 

Although a market based on low cost has not been 

established that is · still the ultimate aim of the 

industry. 

Developments: Different types of boards 

Stressed panel construction of plywood. 

Walls---made thiner, ~ighter 

Better insulated and more economical 

than conventional types. 

Economics---Total Cost = twice building cost 

Applications 

to account for foundations, labor 

in assembling and shipping. 

General Panel System 

Consists of load bearing, standardized panels 

plus fillerstrips, columns and joists. 

Panels provide support, enclosure with walls, 
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ceilings, roofs, floors 

Panel sizes may easily be changed at factory 

Connections--one universal wedge connector 

spaced 3' 4" overall 

Unlimited combinations of panels possible 

Completely finished ~n factory before assembly 

Shipping---3-bedroom house on one 35' flat bed 

truck 

Schools Construction Systems Development 

Procedure- Bids for componients of new schools were 

taken before buildings were designed. 

Performance Specifications were let instead 

of detailed drawings. 

Function instead of design was basis of 

bidding. 

Function- Flexibility and change 

Design-

Moving partitions, lighting, mechanical 

system 

Large span structural system intregrated 

together 

Steel trusses co-ordinated with metal 

decks--fold out from compact package and 

span up to 110 feet 

Mechanical system--supplies to areas of 

450 square feet. Then flexable ducts to 

diffusers. 



Three types of lighting systems drop into a 

structural grid. 

Partitions--metal studs and ~yp. board 

surfaced with metal sheets. 

Observations: 
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Houses as all building types have moved toward 

becoming more of a machine itself to accommodate 

all the mechanical equipment imposed on it. 

Cheape~ more efficient structures will be 

necessary if mobility and impermanence prevail. 

Depression killed styles and gave time to 

development of several good systems but they 

never were successful. 

Not usually successful when aimed at low economic 

groups. 

Although much seems to be against industrialized 

housing it still ''should" be the right method. 

Todays way of living and todays average house 

const~uction methods are too much in contradiction. 



SYNTHESIS 

Conclusions: 
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First it must be stated that the program is not 

developed to the degree necessary for final conclu

sions. Preliminary ones are as follows: 

The Eagle Ford area is a complex comprised of 

sparsely-placed, low-value houses and a developing 

industrial district. 

Isolation from the rest of the city and other economic 

groups is a hinderance to the advancement of residents 

and industry. 

Population predictions indicate a great deal of new 

housing will be needed in this area. 

Social and recreational facilities are located too 

far from the site and are inadequate. -

Both rent and ownership have disadvantages for the 

support of the units for these people. This is due to 

lack of sufficient rent money and instability in jobs 

and maintaining residence. 

Social effects caused by the method used will play a 

very important role in making the final decision. 

Design Data - Scope 

Since the decisions in this part are based on the con

clusions stated in the preceeding topic, this data as 

well, cannot be final at this stage. 
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Building Type---Low rise complex of units, 3 to 4 

floors high. 

High rise is not necessary becaus~ of low land costs. 

Density needs and the semi-rural character of the 

site. 

Construction will be a type of industrialized system 

not because it is the most economical method but be

cause it should be and shall be in the future. 

Number of people to be housed - Right now Eagle Ford 

population is 11,000 people with a density of about 

5 housing units per acre. (4.5 people per unit). 

This gives a population density of 22.5 per acre. 

The density desired for this housing would be high: 

16 to 25 units per acre with a population density of 

about 100 per acre. 

At this rate the number of units could vary. 

Design Data: 

From 100 units to about 500 based on the site selected 

Square footage per person and per unit--

An average unit would be about 800 square feet, which 

would allow about 200 sq. ft. per person. 

This decision is based on what appeared to the author 

to be a reasonable plan for housing four people and 

is not yet based on any socio-economic factors. 

Site Planing--Depending on site selected but shall 
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include recreationa~ commercial and social 

f~cilities such as nurseries, clinics, and public 

meeting spaces. 

Further investigation and study must be made to 

determine exactly what is needed. 

Aesthetics--Based on intellectual and emotional 

character of the people in this area--founded on 

investigation of all the data. · 

Financing: 

Cost of Buildings--Based on average rent ( $ 31 per 

month) and square footage cost of a conventionally 

built house (about $12). 

Prefabrication should be able to cut that figure in 

half but after erectio~ costs are usually about the 

same. 

Thus a 100 unit complex with an SO% efficiency, could 

cost about $1,200,000. 

Final costs would include buildings, land, utilities, 

landscaping, paving and fees which would roughly 

double the first figure bringing the cost to $2,400,000. 

f•1 ethod of Financing -- As outlined in : the first 

section it will be through the citizens council who 

will form a corporation with their combined financial 

interests. Their gain will be based on a long term 

investment. Their gain will come principally from ex

ternal sources, such as selected industry moving into 
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the west Dallas area, because of the !mproved con

ditions and availability of labor living in more 

substantial housing. 

Other gains will have to be found in order to build 

such a case to the council. But looking at the few 

factors available now it appears that possibly this 

will be an excellent method of ·finance for this 

project. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Appendix 

Site --- Criteria for choosing Eagle Fofd area and West 

Dallas for low economic group housing. 

First--this is where they are, now. 

many want to stay here and upgrade the area. 

Close to numerous social facilities, shopping 

center, parks, creeks, open areas, schools. 

Economic reasons--A major industrial area is be

ginning to develop which should provide work for 

these people. 

This area is also near roads which provide good 

access to downtown and nearby industrial areas. 

Client --Reasons for this decision are: 

Private enterprise failed to respono to the Mayor's 

plea for 3,000 low cost housing units. 

Voters defeated a housing bond. 

Anti-Socialism in Dallas might hinder the success 

of a subsidised project. 

The Citizens Council is the most powerful body in 

Dallas and intimately interested in the cit'y"' s over

all economic advancement. If it could be proven that 

the project would bring them economic gain they 

would back it. 



City Housing Data 

Total Dwelling Units ••.•••• 231,220 
Deteriorating Units • • • • • • • 10% 
Dilapidated Baths • • • , • 3. 5% 
One Bath • • • • • • • • • 72% 

Married Couples Without Housing. • 3.8% 

CrauJding 

.5 people ~er room 

.5- .75 people per room 

.76- 1 II II II 

1 + II II II 

Not Owner Occupied 

Year Built -
1950 -1960 
1940 -1949 
--·- -1939 

City Educational .~ 

.[!£. Units 

94,000 
52,000 
84,000 

40 % 
22 % 
20.4% 
10.6% 

27 % 
Per Cent ---

40 
22 
36 

People aver 25 years of age -- 380,167 

Median --- 11.8 years of Schooling 

[~o Formal Education .6,797 1.8 ai . . . /O 

1 to 4 years . . . . . . 21 '393 5.6 7~ 
5 to 7 II 52,000 13. 77~ • . • . . . 

8 II 38,000 1B.1 /~ . • . . . . • 
9 to 11 II 75,000 20.0% . . . . . 

12 II 99,000 26 ~~ • . . . . 
13 to 15 II 47,000 12 % • • . 

16 II 39,000 10 C:' . . . • . . . 7o 
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General Site Data --
Population and Dwelling 

Information 

Area 
Population 
Density 
1964 Population 
1964 Density 
Change 
Per Cent Change 
Persons per acre 
Dwellings per acre 
Dwellings 
Population-Negro 
Population-White 
[lledian Age filale 
median Age Female 
Population per Household 
Population 1985 
Density per acre, 1985 
Density per Habitable Acre,l985 
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Eagle Ford Census 
Tracts 105 106 

4.61 miless 
4,863 

1054.9 
3,156 
684.6 

-370.3 
- 35.1?~ 

2.53 
.748 

1919 
3329 
1527 
17.3 
17.6 

4.5 
5,370 

1. 79 
5.4 

It 

3.14 miless 
5,903 

1879.9 
5,743 

1892 It 

-50.9 
- 2.7% 

5.03 
1.29 
1174 

172 
5695 
25.9 
24.9 
3.4 

10,158 
5.34 
7.2 

1985 Predictions by County Planning Department 

1960 
1970 
1980 

Eagle Ford Popuiation 

6,940 
9,059 

10,600 

Dallas Population 

726,876 
973,772 

1,155,450 

1970 and 1980 Predictions by Office of Urban 
Rehabilitation 



Break Down into Districts ==;..;. ___ _ 
Eagle Ford Gardens 
UJood Vale 
Eagle Ford Plaza 
Expansion Area 

Total 

Housing Data 

Year Units Built 

1950 to 1960 
1940 to 1949 

1939 

24. Tj~ 
52. 3~~ 
23. 07~ 

Population 

1,572 
1,948 
1,433 
5,040 
9,993 

Houses 

456 
357 
719 

1229 
2762 ': 

Occupancy Characteristics of Units 

Owner Occupied 
Renter " 
Vacant 

Average Market Value 

Average Rent 

Crmuding 

Unsound Units 

65. 7"j~ 
22.6% 

9.8% 

$4,500 (land included) 

$31.00 per month 

37% (1 • per rpom) 

13/Block average No. 
(varies 1 to 50 per block) 

Total Units = 2,761 --- 60% unsound (1964) 
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SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

Appendix 

City of Dallas 

City Economic Aspects 

Average Expenditures: 

Food - 23/~ 
Housing - ·3o% 

Income Data: 

median - $ 5,976 

Total Number of Families 

Income 

0- '~ 1, DOD 
1- 2,000 
2- 3,000 
3- 4,000 
4- 5,000 

10-15,000 
over 15,000 

!i£. of People 

7' 028 . 
11,335 
14,389 
17,883 
18,700 
12,297 

25 

177,663 

~ Population 

3.9 
6.3 
8.2 

lB.l 
10.2 
12.0 

7.0 

Unemployment Total Labor Force Unemp. Per Cent ---
fi'lale . 
Female 
Total 

Rent Costs 

~ 20 
20- 39 
40- 59 
60- 79 

per mo. 
II II 

II II 

223,398 
12,289 

235,687 

6,089 
3. 632 
9,721 

Per Cent -----
3 

. 9 
20 
30 

2.7 
2.9 
4.T 
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FOREWORD 

After initial investigation of the thesis topic, a decision had to be made on exactly what phase 

of housing this thesis would cover- the choice was on one hand a city planning problem with a 

specific site or a prototype system with no site. My decision was to pursue both partially, because 

I felt that at this point in my experience, data derived from a specific site would be necessary to 

test my proposals. On the other hand, I sincerely wanted to develop these ideas into a concrete 

piece of architecture feasible with today1 s technology. 

This I thought was in line with the school's attitude of making thesis problems as reali~tic as 

possible. I approached it as I would have if the job had actually been assigned to me. 

Unfortunately there was not enough time to pursue adequately both avenues in the depth they 

deserved. Also, the final presentation weighed the housing unit beyond its importance, neglecting 

much of the work done in the first two months of the final semestero 

I would like to add at this point a great deal of thanks to Mr. Thompson and Mr. Spaeth who were 

patient and tried to help me through my sometimes erratic approach to design. 



INTRODUCTION 

The concept of this thesis is to provide a workable plan for new housing suitable to the people of 

a particular low income area. 

The area chosen is in Dallas because of the writer 1s familiarity with this city. Also its growing 

industries allow numerable possibilities in construction techniques. 

Dallas has three major low income areas. The largest by population is south of the central 

business district called South Dallas. This area is densely developed with large, old homes 

and small shantieso Another much smaller area is immediately north which is being removed by 

the expanding C .B.D. The third area is directly west of the C.B.D., composed of some dense 

development and some very open, sparsely developed land. 

This last area was chosen because of the pleasant, natural environment, nearness to industry, 

inexpensiveness, and its access to the C.B.D., industry and schools. 

Considering the aspects of this whole area, I arrived at the basic criteria for designing the 

thesis. This is valid because this is a very definable unit of land and people geographically 

and economically. 



Briefly the main points are: This land is bordered on the south by new industry which is growing 

and expanding. Also on tre north is the Trinity River which will very soon probably be the busy 

docking area for barge traffic up from the Gulf. These two forces converge on this broken and 

dispersed housing, presenting the possibility that the whole area could become industrial. This 

is not desirable in my opinion since these people have roots here and the site is exceptionally 

well suited for a well rounded cormnunity structure, including parks, industry, a winding river, 

schools, and possibilities for recreation. In order to prevent industry from moving in alfd 

occupying the land, some type of organization and a plan must be formed. 

One type is as used by Kennedy in his Bedford-Btuyvesant Plan - where two companies are formed -

one composed of the people of the area, the other composed of business and political leaders. 

This system seems best for this situation. It will set up so~ community interaction and hopefully 

arouse pride and concern from these people about what will happen to their area. The other company 

will be concerned with cleaning up this area to improve the economic q'l.l8.lity of the whole community 

in the form of many long term economic gains. This second group would possibly be the Dallas 

Citizens Council, or a portion thereof. 

The first action by such an organization would be of a social nature - perhaps a day nursery, and 

then an urban rehabilitation office most likely could be obtained from the city government. These 



function as a governmental representative by making loans and grants to the people. 

This pian would have to be enacted over a long period of time. The architect works both with the 

people and the businessmen in the design phase. The idea of this procedure is to find a way to 

avoid imposing a building on these people. Instead, the plan is to give them involvement in its 

design and production. 

Following this concept, this housing would grow out of the initial project which would include 

amenities which research led me to feel necessar,r. All of these parts would be planned together 

as an entity. From this stage of planning, the project moved into planning on the final study 

area. 







THE STUDY AREA 

The study area chosen is along the old bed of the Trinity. It is a heavily wooded area on one 

side and along the river. The site is a wide swathe of land connecting the housing areas to the 

industry south of the railroad tracks. The area is presently zoned industrial but has already 

at one time been approved for multi-family rezoning. The land is owned by tre Eagle Ford Industrial 

Corp. and costs about 80 cents per square foot. 

A core containing school, commercial, and religious facilities is located at the junction of the 

river and the major thruway, Bernal St. Also in relationship to the other schools and commercial 

areas, it is located in the most appropriate place. 

A small, abandoned school house in the study area was chosen for the day nursery. This would be 

operated on a co-Operative basis for all the people in the area who wished to take part. · 

The housing is located initially along the ·river where the most scenic views will be. They will 

be placed on both sides of the river, with those on the north side replacing that section of 

Bernal Drive. This is possible since the street to the north is planned to be the main artery 

in only a few years. 



Eventually the housing will expand to the south toward tbe industrial areas. The development 

consists of row houses and single family units. These forms were selected because of the linear 

character of views on the site and the economy of fewer outside walls. Row houses lined up along 

the river or along the edge of a growth of trees in each case. The single family units are planned 

in a cluster arrangement, leaving large expanses of open land in the center of the complex. And a 

large park in between housing and commercial school core. 

The development in its final form will consist of approximately 2000 people dispersed over 55 acres 

including parks and open areas. This gives a density of 36 people per acre, which is slightly 

higher than the possible density of the housing in the rest of the neighborhood with no open 

spaces. 



PLAN OF ROW HOUSES 

The more intimate activities of these people were also taken into consideration. The large 

and small spaces dispersed throughout are designated for play areas, garden areas and space 

for the raising of ponies, pigs, and goats since this has been a custom of these people. 

Each cluster of row houses amounts to about twenty to thirty units approximately arranged in a 

double row on a cuL-de-sac street. Major views would be out to the woods or river. Average 

occupancy is four people per unit. 



UNn' DESIGN '· 

Before delving further into the design of the unit, the evolution of this process unit should 

be reviewed. A conventional system of concrete block bearing wall construction ~d precast roof 
' . . . ·:. ·, . ... . . : · . . 

panels was the first approach. This symtem worked fairly well but was unsatisfying on several 
' . -

counts. Growth was one important consideration since it has been plS!Uled since last semester 

that these units be condominiums. It was desired that the owners could add on to them t~emselves. 

This would be too difficult with blocks and trecast panels. Weight is a determining economic 

factor in construction today and aesthetically it was unfeasible to impose massive concrete 

slabs in this rolling, wooded land~ Also, the people in · the area are accustomed to a wooden 

building. 

For these and other reasons, I turned to a prefabricated stressed skin, plywood construction. 

This affords a lightweight building that can be preassembled in a shop and brought to the site 

in a rather large modul~. 

The units are on the average approximately 23 1 x 33 1 o 'I'm largest module is a nominal 23'4" x 

13 1 411 • The roof stnucture has two 18 1 x 6" x 24 10" box beams spanned by 4" x 31 4" x 13 14" stressed 

sld.n panels. Floor construction is similar but using 6" panels and 2011 beams. 



This basic unit forms a living room and one bedroom, or a living rocm or two bedrooms. 

The smaller module is similarly framed but is nominally 6•8" x 23'4". Instead of box beams 

these units are temporarily supported qy load bearing wall panels until erection on the site 

wmre it engages with the beam. Tre side walls will be fastened securely in place to form a 

diaphragm on each conunon side. . These also act as bearing panels until t:OO unit is lifted off 

the truck to its columns. The columns are a composite of three 211 x 611 s laminated. They continue 

as one unit from foundation to roof, breaking only the center member to allow a tongue from the 

box beams to enter, with bolts completing the joint. 

The unit extends up 7' on its columns for several reasons. First, expensive foundations would 

not be necessary- only piers. Parking would be handled under the units to provide shelter and 

remove cars from view. The unit can be completely finished at the shop with the fioor in,1place. 

It also affords a better opportunity to enjoy the view of trees, water, and open space. 



BUDGET 

The budget for this complex is relatively impossi.:ble even to guess at rationally. The savings 
. ~{· 

through. prefabrication as is planned is untested except in the mobile home indtmtry which uses an 

entirely different structural system from this one. 

Average costs for homes in Dallas is $9.95/ sq.ft. Ass'IDiling this construction is only one dollar 

less per foot, the average unit would be $7,000 • . ~he average rent in the area is $31. If this 

figure could be raised six to eight dollars, the olller could pay the unit off in a 20 year loan. 

It is understood by the author that this is a most unconventional metmd of occupy:l.ng low cost 

housing, but it is in 'the . aut:hor~s :opinion the only ownership system that would work well for the 

majority of people in this area. The people this writer spoke to want very much to have ownership 

and responsibility. 

The actual mechanics of how the ecoAomics of . the system would work have not been solved. It js 

most likely that the system of land and unit ownership would be highly complex, very lik'ely involving 

government aid. But the benefits derived from clustering more than justify the extra trouble. 
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